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INTRODUCTION

During the periods of August 3 to August 12, 1974 

and jgeptenber 9 to Septenber 3 0, 1974, a geophysical field 

party executed a horizontal loop electromagnetic and magne 

tometer survey on the Warden Township property of Canaan 

Explorers Limited in northeastern Ontario. The field party, 

consisting of three men, was under the supervision of a 

professional engineer. Six additional claims were staked and 

covered during the survey (claims 413259 to 413264).

The survey grid consisted of north-south wicket lines, 

300 feet apart, as was previously recommended, a total of.14*8 

miles. The location of the grid, relative to the claim 

boundaries, is shown on PJLate l on a scale of l in.s 400 feet.

The location and description of the property is cover 

ed in a previous report entitled "Geological Report on harden 

Township Property for Canaan Explorers Linited". Only the 

land portion of the property was covered by the survey. The 

claims involved are listed on the title page of this report, 

ana all belong to Canaan Explorers Limited. Claims 372712 to 

372717 wore covered in the first portion of the survey, and 

the others, during the second portion.

The overburden cover, over most of the property, is 

quite thin except possibly in the northwestern section, 

probably less than 50 feet, and there are several outcrop in 

the southern half of the property.

The land surface is generally low, flat and swampy, 

sloping gently to a large swamp in the centre of the claim
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block, and there are several small hills in the southern half.

A .McPHAR THEM electromagnetic unit was used for the 

survey and a total of 13.g miles was covered. The horizontal 

loop configuration (loops horizontal and coplanar) with a 

200 foot cable, was employed at a frequency of 600 ops. This 

method consists of two coils, one transmitting and one receiv 

ing, being moved in line at a separation held constant by a 

cable, along which is passed a reference signal. The inphase 

and outphase components of the resultant electromagnetic field, 

are measured at the receiver, and are expressed as a percentage 

of the free air primary field. Additional coverage was done 

over the anomalous areas, using the same instrument.

A Scintrex HF-1, "fluxgate" type magnetometer was used 

for the magnetometer survey, with readings taken to an accuracy 

of j 10 gar.iraa, every 100 feet along the picket lines. The 'tie 

in 1 procedure, used to correct diurnal variation, is included 

in the appendix. A total of 13.8 miles were covered by the 

survey. Additional readings were taken at 50 foot intervals 

in the anomalous areas. This instrument measures the vertical 

component of the earth's magnetic field, at the point where 

the reading is taken.

The purpose of the survey was to detect subsurface 

concentrations of metallicall3r conducting mineralization, with 

anomalous magnetic susceptibility, which might occur beneath 

the grid covered, and within the range of the instruments. 

The majority of ore deposits in the Precambrian Shield occur 

as tabular bodies of "massive sulfides" which are usually
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distinguishable from the enclosing rocks by their electrical 

conductivity and magnetic susceptibility. Unfortunately, 

anomalous electromagnetic or magnetic responses are also caused 

by concentrations of minerals such as graphite or pyrrhotite 

which have little or no commercial significance. These are 

not distinguishable from "ore deposits" by the geophysical 

means employed.

DISCUSSION OF MAGNETIC RESULTS;

The magnetic intensity readings and contours are shown 

on Plate 2. Examination of these, reveals considerable vari 

ation in magnetic relief on western and southern parts of the 

property, with several large, prominent, irregular magnetic 

highs in the order of 1000 gamma. These have been interpreted 

as being a reflection of sill remnants of ultramafic intrusive, 

since outcrop of this composition have been observed within 

the anomalous areas. There is sone indication in the abrupt 

termination and the distribution of these magnetic highs, 

that the ultramafic bodies have been displaced by a series of 

normal faults with north-westerly trends (Plate 1). The dis 

placement in the western section is southwest side to the 

southeast, but in the southern section it appears to be in 

the opposite direction. This can be accounted for by vertical 

displacement of sill remnants with flat dips in opposite 

directions.

The remainder of the property appears to be underlain 

by volcanic rocks of intermediate to mafic composition



(andesite-basalt) as indicated by the lowor magnetic background, 

Outcrop of these rocks occur in several places within these 

areas; some of these show pillow structure and others have 

araygduloidal sections. F.ocks of felsic composition have not 

been observed and none are indicated by the magnetics.

There is a long narrow magnetic high of several hundred 

gamma, in the northeastern quarter of the claim block. It has 

been interpreted as being caused by ultramafic rocks. This 

and other magnetic variations in that sector of the property, 

could, however, just as well be caused by changes in the con- 

position of the volcanics or by disseminations of pyrrhotite, 

in some of these flows.

An interpretation of geology from magnetics, is shown 

on Plate 1.

DISCUSSION OF ELiSCTROIfliGNBTIC RS.SULTS;

The inphase and outphase components of the resultant 

electromagnetic field, measured during the survey, are present 

ed aa profiles on Plate 3 * Examination of these, reveals 

three areas of anomalous response on the property; these have 

been designated as 'A 1 , 'B ! and 'C'.

Conductor TA f is a weak anomal}' lying along the north 

flank of a large magnetic high on the western part of the 

property. It is probably caused by a shear between an ultra 

mafic body and the volcanics to the north. Conductor 'B' is 

a weak anomaly lying within a strong magnetic high in the 

southeastern quarter of the claim block. Conductor 'C' is
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a short, weak anomaly to the north of 'B 1 and has no magnetic 

coincidence. Conductors 'A' and TC T correspond closely to the 

anomalies detected in the previous airborne survey.

Strong outphase responses on the north half of lines 

3E and 6E, were obtained over the flood plain of the creek 

(Shallow Creek) which crosses the claim block, and are probably 

caused by conductive overburden.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Unfortunately, none of the anomalies detected in the 

survey, are strong enough to be interpreted as being possibly 

caused by concentrations of "massive sulfides", and cannot 

be considered as drill targets.

The writer recommends, however, that the v/ork done on 

the claim block be submitted for assessment work, and that the 

claims be kept in good standing for the present time. Although 

no drilling is recommended, at this time, future work in the 

area may shed further light on the local geology which may 

indicate other avenues of exploration.

Respect

JRB/lb

October 10, 1974 Geologist, Engineer



Tie In Procedure to Correct Diurnal Variation
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The method used to correct Diurnal Variation is one 
suggested by D. S. Parasnis (1966) as being "sufficiently 
accurate for most surveys". It consists of repeating the 
reading taken at a base station after an interval,of less 
than two hours during which traverses are carried out. 
Any increase in the repeated reading "d" is divided by 
the number of readings Tn' and each reading corrected by 
subtracting d/n . x (where x B the ordinal number of the 
reading). For example, if the diurnal variation was +120 
gamma and 60 readings were taken, the correction for the 
25th reading - -d/n . x or -120/60 . 25 - -50 gamma.

In order to extend this over the entire grid, the 
survey is done in loops (see map), beginning and ending 
at a base station on the base line and then tying in to 
the next base station, also on the base line. For exam 
ple, when loop., l is completed, base stations 00 and 3W 
are tied in. V/Ken loop 2 is completed, station 6v/ is 
tied in and Ippo ^ is started.

As a further check, when the last loop is completed 
at 15W, all the base stations are read on the way back. 
This is done as quickly as possible to minimize the effects 
of drift.

One makes the assumption that the change 'd 1 occurred 
at a fairly constant rate, and that the time interval be 
tween the readings is relatively constant.

The method allows reasonably accurate corrections, 
for drift in the instrument due to such factoy^as tempera 
ture changes, .as well as, for '
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PLATE 3
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